
Standard Operating Procedures for Using the Diffusion Pump System
* Please read the following guidelines CAREFULLY before using the system! DO NOT touch anything other than 
the ones specified here. NO ONE OPERATES ON THIS SYSTEM UNLESS YOU ARE CHECKED OUT 

PERSONALLY BY SERGE OR JAMES. A single misuse of this system can lead to a SERIOUS INJURY 

OR DEATH in case of an implosion. Wear safety glass all the time! 

 
To attach your round-bottomed flasks (14/20 and 20/40 joints) 
 

1. Connect an adapt er to your flask. DO NOT ASSEMBLE YOUR F LASK AND ADAPTER ON T HE 
MANIFOLD! 
* When using an adapter with two O-rings, gently apply into your round-bottomed flask.  
* Do not force the adapter into the joint; a gentle push would be enough. DO NOT APPLY ANY GREASE   
on the O-rings. (see the pictures below.) 

** Note: depending on the s ituation, it was found that more than a gentle pus h might be r equired. In 
most cases, the adapter needs to be pushed into the joint, so that the upper O-ring is fully placed within the 
joint section of the flask. (see the pictures below) 
* Alternatively, you may di rectly attach the f lask itself to the manif old without us ing an adapter . 
(GREASING THE JOINT IS REQUIRED) 
 

             
 

                         
 

2. Attach the assembled unit in Step 1 to the manifold, and secure it with a clamp and/or a keck clip. 
 

           



3. Close the valves 1 and 3; and open the valve 2.  
* Tighten ONLY until the  O-ring touches the glass. DO NOT  OVERTIGHTEN OR THE JOINT WILL 
BREAK!! 
* Remember that you are having temporary reflux in a SEALED SYSTEM, which you will open later. This 
step is very IMPORTANT when removing air from your flask. Passing air through a diffusion pump line 
would quickly degrade expensive oil in the system. 
 

         
 
 

4. Open the valve (e.g., 4d) counter-clockwise SLOWLY, where your sample is attached.  
* At this point, you should hear pump gurgling for about 10 to 60 s econds. Check the pressure reading on 
the gauge window. The number should rapidly decrease to less than 100 mTorr within a minute.  If pump 
gurgling continues, close the valve ( e.g., 4d) immediately and check your  sample with the adapter . If the 
problem persists, contact Serge or James, or group member immediately. 
 

             
 
 

5. Close the valve 2 and open the valves 1 and 3. 
* Tighten ONLY until the  O-ring touches the glass. DO NOT  OVERTIGHTEN OR THE JOINT WILL 
BREAK!! 
 

             
 



6. BEFORE YOU LEAVE THE SYSTEM, check the oil reflux in the diffusion pump. If you see any irregular 
reflux, there is a leak in the s ystem. Please speak to Serge or James, or any group member immediately. 
Check the pressure reading on the electronic device. Wait until the reading shows less than 100 mTorr on 
the screen. 

 

       
 
 

7. PLEASE SIGN UP ON THE SHEET PROVIDED. 
* Please make sure to fill out EACH SECTION when you use the system. This is important for us to keep 
track of the system for safety purpose, in which the system will be checked and logged in at a random time 
daily. 



To detach your flask from the manifold 
 

1. Close the valve (e.g., 4d) clockwise GENTLY, where your sample is attached.  
* Tighten ONLY until the  O-ring touches the glass. DO NOT  OVERTIGHTEN OR THE JOINT WILL 
BREAK!! 
* Do not touch other valves when removing your sample from the system. 
 

       
 

2. Remove the clamp and keck clip,  if any. You will ha ve a r esistance since your flask is still in a vacuum 
condition. With one hand, grab around the joint between your flask and manifold. Slowly remove your flask 
WITH THE ADAPTER ATTACHED. (You may use the other hand to support the flask at the bottom.) Do 
not attempt to remove your flask from the adapter, which may not be easy and damage the system.  

 

         
 

3. After removing your sample, detach the adapter from your flask by pulling them apart gently. 
* Do not twis t the adapter  around the joint in one direction. Jerking back and f orth would be required to 
remove the adapter from the flask. 

 
4. Clean the adapters and manifold joints thoroughly for the next user and to avoid a cross-contamination.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



An alternative way to remove your flask from the manifold 
 
1. Close all the valves, if any, on line 4 (or line 5), depending on where your sample is attached. 

* Tighten ONLY until the  O-ring touches the glass. DO NOT  OVERTIGHTEN OR THE JOINT WILL 
BREAK!! 
* If you see other user’s flasks attached on the line 4 (or line 5), close all the valves on the line 4 (or line5).  

 

                
 

2. Open the valve that does not have sample flask on the line 4 (or line 5) to bleed air in. 
 
3. Open the valve (e.g., 4d) SLOWLY where your sample is attached. 

 
4. Remove the clamp and keck clip,  if any. Slowly remove your flask WITH THE ADAPTER ATTACHED. 

(You may use the other hand to support the flask on the bottom.) Do not attempt to remove your flask from 
the adapter, which may not be easy and damage the system.  
* Refer to the pictures shown in Step 2 of the section “To detach your flask from the manifold.” 
 

5. After removal of your sample, remove the adapter from your flask by pulling them apart gently. 
* Do not twist the adapter around the joint. Jerking back and forth would be required to remove the adapter 
from the flask. 

 
6. Close all valves along with the valve 1 and 3.  Open the valve 2, and you will hear  the pump gurgling. After 

one minute, open all the valves on the vacuum line 4 and 5. Open the valve 1 and 3, and close the valve 2. 
 
7. Clean the adapters and manifold joints thoroughly for the next user and to avoid a cross-contamination.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Have any question? Contact James or Yilin. 

 




